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1 I want to access my documents 

on-the-go whether or not I am 
connected to the Internet.

Access your case documents both online and o�ine with 

Relativity Binders. Back up your annotations and download 

new binders when you reconnect to the Internet.



2 I want to find a document quickly even 

though I don’t remember the specific 

binder name or workspace title.

With global search, Relativity Binders locates 

exactly what you need faster than ever.



3 I want my relevant documents 
quickly without the logistical 

hassle of printing and shipping.

Relativity Binders delivers your case documents in 

minutes, letting you—and your team—get back to work.



4 I want to view my documents’ 
metadata and team’s work 

product while on-the-go.

Relativity metadata fields and coding information is visible in 

Binders, right next to your document for easy reference.



5 I want to quickly send my team 
instructions and feedback after 

reviewing documents.

Send your annotations—notes, 

drawings, and highlights—via email.



6 When reviewing lengthy 
documents on-the-go, I want to 
remember the last page read.

With Relativity Binders, document tabbing 

keeps track of the last page you viewed.



7 I want to use Binders, but I’m 
worried sensitive information 
may fall into the wrong hands.

Relativity Binders utilizes industry-standard security practices 

and supports MobileIron integration for additional control.



8 I want to know when changes have 
been made to my binders so I always 
have the most up-to-date information.

In-app notifications provide Relativity Binders users 

up-to-date information on newly added documents 

and binders, and upcoming binder expirations.



9 I just arrived at the o�ce 
and want to finish reviewing 
the binder on my computer.

Continue accessing your documents on your tablet, 

laptop, or desktop with Relativity Binders on the Web 

from any browser.



For more information on how you 
can start using these features today, 

download Binders and check out 
the rest of the mobile toolkit.

What you may (or may not) know about

Relativity Binders

TIPS
Answers to your most common questions regarding 

implementing, configuring, securing, and using

Relativity Binders

FAQ

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/relativity-binders/id677312683?mt=8

